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Oriental Financial Services LLC, miembro FINRA/SIPC, a subsidiary of y Oriental Bank de OFG Bancorp. © Oriental 2020. Derechos Reservados. Fedwire Fund Services is a real-time gross settlement electronic payment service owned and operated by the Federal Reserve Banks. The Fedwire Securities Service is a real-time gross settlement book entry securities service owned
and operated by the Federal Reserve Banks that enables immediate and simultaneous delivery of securities against payments. Fedwire participants are primarily depositors who act on behalf of themselves and their customers. Source: www.fededirectory.frb.org Routing number for Oriental Bank is a 9-digit bank code used for various bank transactions such as direct deposit,
electronic payment, wire transfer, check order and more. Routing numbers are also known as bank routing numbers, routing transit numbers (RTN), ABA numbers, ACH routing numbers. Routing numbers may vary depending on where your account was originally opened and the type of transaction made. Oriental Bank is an Insured Bank of FDIC (Non-member Bank) and its
FDIC Certification ID is 31469. The RSSD ID for Oriental Bank is 245276. The EIN (Employer Identification Number, also called IRS Tax ID) for Oriental Bank is 660259436. Routing Number for Oriental Banks in PR (for all types of transactions) is 221571415 The best way to find a routing number for checking your Oriental Bank, savings, or business account is to look into the
bottom left corner of a bank check. Find all routing numbers for Oriental Bank in the table below. Routing NumberBankAddress**State, Zip021502228ORIENTAL BANK997 SAN ROBERTO ST, 5TH FLOOR SAN JUANPuerto Rico, 00926 221571415ORIENTAL BANK997 SAN ROBERTO ST, 5TH FLOOR SAN JUANPuerto Rico, 00926 021502736 221571415ORIENTAL BANK
AND TRUST997 SAN ROBERTO ST, 5TH FLOOR SAN JUANPuerto Rico, 00926 021502752 221571415ORIENTAL BANK AND TRUST997 SAN ROBERTO ST, 5TH FLOOR SAN JUANPuerto, Ri 00926 021502914 221571415ORIENTAL BANK AND TRUST997 SAN ROBERTO ST, 5TH FLOOR SAN JUANPuerto Rico, 00926 021502930 221571415ORIENTAL BANK AND
TRUST997 SAN ROBERTO ST, 5TH FLOOR SAN JUANPuerto Rico, 00926 021502943 221571415ORIENTAL BANK AND TRUST997 SAN ROBERTO ST, 5th FLOOR SAN JUANPuerto Rico, 00926 **The address mentioned in the table may differ from your branch office address. The amount of bank routing usually differs only by state and is generally the same for all branches
in a state. comments supported by routing numbers or routing transit numbers are 9-digit numbers that identify the financial institution in the transaction and the location where your bank account was opened. The most common types of transactions are ACH and wire transfer. You will often be asked for a check account routing number when making a payment online or by phone.
Some banks and financial institutions usually have some routing routing serve a variety of purposes, geographical areas and branches. It is therefore important to make sure that you are using the correct routing number before you start the money transfer. Routing numbers can also be referred to as RTN, routing transit numbers or ABA routing numbers and can be easily found
printed at the bottom of checks or on financial institutions' online banking portals. When you send or receive international wire with your bank, you may lose money at a poor exchange rate, which is like a hidden fee. That's because banks still use the old system to exchange money. We recommend that you use TransferWise, which is usually much cheaper. TransferWise smart
technology:Gives you good exchange rates and low upfront costs at all times. Move your money as fast as a bank, and often faster – some currencies pass through in minutes. Protect you with bank-level security. Serves 60+ currencies, 80+ countries, and over 8 million customers. Whether you are paid by a business or client abroad, or only receive money from friends or family,
with a Borderless TransferWise Account you can get instant international bank details to receive money from more than 30 countries around the world.5/5 star rating and over 100,000 reviews of TrustPilot.Routing numbers are required in a variety of situations, including direct deposit arrangements, automatic loan payments or recurring transfers such as payments you will also
need when filing taxes to receive tax refunds or debit tax payments, or when you perform Automated Clearing House (ACH), transfers between different bank accounts. Generally, you only need your routing number when funds are directly transferred to or from your bank account – never for debit or credit card purchases. Routing Number ABA Check 02150228 is on the lower left
side of each check issued by ORIENTAL BANK. In some cases, the order of account numbers checking and checking the serial number is reversed. FedACH Routing Number021502228Number of banking institutionsBankORIENTAL BANKCommonly using customer name abbreviatedOffice CodeO - Main OfficeServicing FRB Number021001208Servicing Fed main office
rourecord number Type Code1 Code1 Code that indicates the ABA number to be used to route or send ACH items to RFI0 = Institution is Federal Reserve Bank1 = Send items to customer routing number2 = Send items to customers using the new routing number fieldAddress997 SAN ROBERTO ST, FLOOR 5CitySAN JUANStatePUERTO RICO (PR)Zipcode00926-
0000Telephone787-993-4296Revised31 October 2013Date last change to CRFInstitution Information Status Code1Code is based on the customer's receiving code1 = Receive Gov/Comm Routing NumberNot new routing number resulting from the merger or renumberMoney TransferSave on international money transfer fees by by TransferWise, which is up to 8x cheaper than a
transfer with your bank. FedWire RoutingBank NameORIENTAL BANKTelegraphic NameORIENTAL BANKCitySAN JUANStatePUERTO RICO (PR)Funds Transfer StatusEligibleBook-Entry SecuritiesIneligibleRevised1 December 2013Date last revision In here are some ways available for you to find your ABA routing number:On this page We have listed above the details for the
ABA routing number 021502228 which is used to facilitate ACH fund transfer and Fedwire fund transfer. Online banking portal: You will be able to get your bank routing number by going into online banking. Paper checks or bank statements: Bank checks or bank statements. See the lower left side of your check. Bank customer service: You will be able to get your routing number
by contacting your bank's customer service staffFedwire/ American Banking Association: You can search for your routing number on the official website of the Federal Reserve or the American Banking Association.For your bank to process payments quickly and securely, you should always check the routing number with your bank or recipient. Automated Clearing House (ACH) is
an electronic payment delivery system that allows you to make payments or collect funds electronically through the ACH network. ACH transactions are usually the next day's entries when exchanged with other financial institutions. The ACH function includes direct deposit and checking conversion from paper to electronic. AKST is designed for high volume, low-value payments,
and low enough fees to encourage low-value payment transfers. The system is designed to accept batch payments, so that a large number of payments can be made at once. Here are some of the differences between FedWire credit transfer and ACH credit transfer in the US. FedWireSame day clearing, which means the sender's account is debited and your account is credited
on the same day. Irrevocable. After FedWire is sent, the originator/sender cannot send the reversal transaction. This is a great advantage of using FedWires because it reduces the risk of reversal. Cost. FedWire usually charges more to send and receive. Fedwire (Federal Reserve Wire Network) is a real-time gross settlement fund transfer system operated by the United States
Federal Reserve Bank that allows financial institutions to electronically transfer funds between more than 9,289 participants. FedACH Credit (a.k.a. Direct Deposit)The next day of clearing. Settlement or clearing usually occurs Next Banking day. Cheap. Little or no cost to send and receive. (Fees, if any, depend on your banking relationship and the fees your financial institution
may incur). Allows reversal. The sender/originator is indeed ability to perform reversals or improve entries. ACH Batch Processing entries are put together into batches and processed by Financial Institutions and ACH Operators in Mode. FedACH is the Federal Reserve Bank's Automated Clearing House (ACH) service. It provides financial institutions with efficient low-cost batched
payment services that enable the exchange of debit and electronic credit transactions through the Automated Clearing House (ACH) network. TransferWise uses real exchange rates to help expatriates, foreign students, businesses, freelancers and people living international lives to send, receive and spend money – safely, conveniently, and at a very low cost. Use TransferWise
to:Send money to family members abroadS send money to friends Pay bills in other countriesPay your mortgage or loan abroadNumber and manage your money in 50+ currenciesGet paid in multiple currencies (EUR, USD, GBP, AUD, NZD, PLN), at no costWith Transferwise you can send money abroad up to 8x cheaper than high street banks, and you will always get real
exchange rates Get a free multi-currency account to store and manage your money in multiple currencies, and convert when the rates are right. Trusted by millions of people, fully regulated, so your money is safe and secure. If you plan to send or receive money through your bank, you may find unknown terms such as routing number (ABA), SWIFT/BIC code, IBAN, and sort
code. What exactly are these acronyms, and what are they used for? Well, everything seems to do a lot of the same thing that is helping banks identify where your money needs to go when transferred, but each is necessary in certain situations because different countries and banks have different processes and requirements. A SWIFT/BIC code is an 8 or 11-digit code that
uniquely identifies banks and financial institutions around the world. Unlike routing numbers, this code is used for international payments. IBAN is an international bank account number that identifies countries, financial institutions, and individual bank accounts. They are mainly issued by banks in the Eurozone, but other countries are starting to adopt them as well. A Sort code is a
6-digit number used for domestic transfers in the UK that identifies the banks and branches where bank accounts are held. A routing number is a 9-digit code used in the US to identify banks when processing domestic ACH payments or wire transfers. This is not required when making payments outside the United States.A transit number is a 9-digit code used in Canada for
electronic fund transfers. They identified specific Canadian banks and branches where payments would be sent. Note: This website provides a quick and easy way to search &amp;amp; find routing numbers for banks and institutions in the United States. If you're not sure which routing number to use to contact your bank directly. You can contact your bank using the phone number
listed on your debit/credit card or send a message through your online banking system. Using incorrect routing may cause delays in processing the transfer. Transfer.
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